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storms they may meet with upon the Lakes", and " because
also they are obliged to hunt, as they travel, for their daily
sustenance"1. The remedy was to open up the interior
by building settlements and magazines, but the Company
was said to discourage this policyz. Moreover, there was
no justification for any exclusive privileges. Forts were
not needed since the natives were ' an inoffensive people
and willing to trade'; and the Company had " never ful-
filled the principal condition of their obtaining so extensive
a grant, viz. ... to find out a North-West passage and to
settle colonies, as in other parts of the continent of America" 8.
its defence. The Company endeavoured to reply to the case built up
against it, as well as it could. It declared that it had made
' fruitless and expensive attempts' to discover a passage
into the South Seas, and that it had not established a colony
because the country was not " inviting enough to encourage
any persons to go and remain there without being paid for
so doing " 4. It answered the criticism that it did not push
the trade by asserting that " no more goods can be got, for
the Indians who kill the beasts are not industrious but only
do it for subsistence and absolute necessaries; and they will
not make a toil of a pleasure for any consideration " 6. This
argument obviously failed to meet the contention that the
Indian's " necessities and desires would increase in pro-
portion to his property", and that his 'real necessities'
would be supplemented, as in civilized communities, by
* imaginary wants'6. Nevertheless the Company survived
the attacks made upon it, and—alone among the ancient
companies—carries on to this day an extensive trade7.
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